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Mathematics Part 1:1

(4 Points)

6 A bag contains five sticks with lengths of 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 inches. Supposeyou pick three of the
sticks randomly to try and form a triangle.

A Contruct a table showing all the possible choices of selecting three stick's.

Indicate in the table in Part A which of the choices of three sticks can form a triangle.

What is the probability a triangle can be formed when three sticks are drawn at random
from the bag?
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10 RETURN TO PAGE 14 IN THE TEST BOOKLET



EXEMPLARMATHEMATICS FORM 4 PART II

26 A bag contains five sticks with lengths of 2,.3, 4, 5, and 6 inches. Suppose you pick three of thesticks randomly to try and form a triangle.

A Construct a table showing all the possible choiceS of selecting three sticks.

5TICK..t .sr SC. z

3
3

3
3
3

1,1

-sr) c

6
5

4

6

z's

Indicate in the table in Part A which of the choices of three sticks can form a triangle.

What is the probability a triangle can be formed when three sticks are drawn at random
from the bag?

Page 17 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE



MATHEMATICS
ITEM 26

4110
TOTAL POINT VALUE: 4

PART A (2 points)

2 Table showing all 10 choices

1 Table showing at least 7 of the 10 choices

0 Other

PART B (1 point)

1 Indicates all possible choices from table in Part A

0 Other

PART C (1 point)

1 Correct probability

0 Other

NOTE: Score Part C as correct if answer is clearly based on incomplete answers from
Parts A and B.
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IMathematics Part II

(4 Points)

26 A bag contains five sticks with lengths of 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 inches. Suppose you pick three of thesticks randomly to t.ry and form a triangle.

A Contnict a table showing all the possible choices of selecting three sticks.

11.

2

-r

4/ - "5r,
5

C. .-_12 7 771

Indicate in the table in Part A which of the choices of three sticks can form a triangle.

What is the probability a triangle can be formed when three sticks are drawn at randomfrom the bag?
10 pessilo;i:iies

9 e4 4.6 a."314.470% ctraAabAlt1

fLfet.P. slicics 41-o1. 4tut_ 4%4+

+t\ay L.)0

SCORE POINT: 4

The table in Part A does show all 10 choices. The 7 possible choices are indicated in the table
for Part B, and the probability given in Part C is correct based on the student's answers from
Parts A and B.

8
10 8/7s73 RETURN TO PAGE 14 IN THE TEST BOOKLET
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Mathematics Part II

(4 Points)

10 26 A bag contains five sticks with lengths of 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 inches. Suppose you pick three of thesticks randomly to try and form a triangle.

A Contruct a table showing all the possible choices of selecting three sticks.

75
-7, 5- 3 2-r
7 7 6 2-

.S13)

23

2 4

s ia

143>fzza.

criLIP

Indicate in the table in Part A which of the choices of three sticks can form a triangle.

ciza anea?
What is the probability a triangle can be formed when three sticks are drawn at random
from the bag?

1(2 orz

-2-r-<;4 eY/r,g2raz. ex.Y. 476d4r
+/1"1401 MOM

=Ms

SCORE POINT: 4

The table shows all 10 choices for Part A. The choices have been repeated to make a total of 60.The student did indicate the correct 7 possible choices for Part B. Again, the possible choiceshave been repeated. The probability is correct for Part C. 9 MEM

10 ?Ligi6,0 RETURN TO PAGE 14 IN TIM TEST BOOKLET



MATHEMATICS FORM 4 - PART 1:1

26 A bag contains five sticks with lengths of 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 inches. Suppose you pick three of the
sticks randomly to try and form a triangle.

A Construct a table showing all the possible choices of selecting three sticks.

Page 12

B Indicate in the table in Part A which of the choices of three sticks can form a triangle.
5

-f
C What is the probability a tnan t can be formed when three sticks are drawn at randomfrom the bag?

V1 0

SCORE POINT: 3

For Part A, the table does show all 10 choices. The response to Part B does not indicate all
possible choices from the table in Part A. "1/10" is the correct probability based on answers
from Parts A and B.

1 0

STOP



MATHEMATICS FORM 4 - PART II

26 A bag contains five sticks with lengths of 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 inches. Suppose you pick three of the
sticks randomly to try and form a triangle.

..14 '7 .;
.

A ;. Construct a table showing all' the passible choices of selectint three.sti
- r- - - ;1-- "' --%a.; 34. "..f

I

,

Li,r 't

)

B Indicate in the table in Part A which of the choices of three sticks can form a triangle.

24 (p .213 LI 2j !if Co.
C What is the piobability a triangle can be formed when three sticks are drawn at random

from the bag?

SCORE POINT: 3

c.3/1
/

For Part A, the table does show all 10 choices (3,4,5 and 4,5,3 are the same). The response toPart B does not indicate all possible choices from the table in Part A. The probability "3/11" forPart C is clearly based on the answers from Parts A and B.

Page 14 1 STOP



Mathematics - Part II

(4 Points)

26 A bag contains five sticks with lengths of 2, 3, 4, 5, anil 6 inches. Suppose you piCk three Of thesticks randomly to try and form a triangle..

A Contruct a table showing all the possible choices of selecting three sticks.

pk"Nk IA

jkla,..E 1:0 NAILS A TvitAb4,14

Indicate in the table in Part A which of the choices of three sticks can form a triangle.
aLt 25C 1,X41 19c) 24") q5C, 4 S. -1) 4tsl 1,1,c3

What is the probability a triangle can be formed when three sticks are drawn at randomfrom the bag?

/0 _
6,1406 o

SCORE POINT: 3

The response to Part A shows 9 of the 10 choices. The choice "3 5 6" is missing. In Part B, the
student does indicate all possible choices from the table in Part A. The probability is correct
based on answers from Parts A and B.

tO eir2- RETURN TO PAGE 14 IN THE TEST BOOKLET



MATHEMATICS FORM 4 - PART II

26 A bag contains five sticks with lengths of 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 inches: Suppose you pick three of the
sticks randomly to try and form a triangle.

.-;:.-.A:7Con.struct a table showing all the possible choices Of selecting three sticks. :
7.*P 7..:! '

a:1304.. . .

.
).

.1-9 (.514)a)
( (5!=s)a)(a)4)(0)

(i--\ %.4,513)
) //, n LI)

0)°)" ( (.)0

(6,5,-d)
( 3) at!, )

(4)5,3)
*(L1:6:.5)

Indicate in the table in Part A which of the choices of three sticks can form a triangle.

Ul.rt±.
What is the probability a triangle cane formed when three sticks are drawn at random
from the bag?

SCORE POINT: 2

The table does show all 10 choices.

6



MATHEMATICS FORM 4 - PART II

26 A bag contains five sticks with lengths of 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 inches. Suppose you pick three of the
sticks randomly to ay and form a triangle.

. .
A :Construct a table showing all the possible choices of seleeting three sticks. :

Indicate in the table in Part A which of the choices of three sticks can form a triangle.

C What is the probability a triangle can be farmed when three sticks are drawn at random
from the bag?

'3/10

SCORE POINT: 2

The response to Part A shows only 9 choices (234 and 342 are the same). For Part B, the student
does not indicate all of the possible choices from the table in Part A. In Part C, the probability
"3/10" is clearly based on the answers from Parts A and B.

Page 14
14

STOP



Mathematics Part II
_L-

(4 Points)

110 2.6 A bag contains five sticks with lengths of 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. inches. Suppose you pi& three of the
sticks randomly to try and form a triangle.

A Contruct a table showing all the possible choices of selecting three sticks.

-

Indicate in the table in Part A which of the choices of three sticks can form a triangle.

o 4Vttan e.,)( CRP^id C:1)2:t-rb)!
What is the probability a triangle can be formed when three sticks are drawn at random
from the bag?

8570Q,twuzsz, ufflab.AR ick.WojV

SCORE POINT: 2

Only 6 choices are shown in Part A, so no credit is given. The student indicates all possible
choice from the table so one point is received for Part B. The probability for Part C is correct (5possible out of 6 choices is 83%) and is clearly based on answers for Parts A and B.

I10 817?3, RETURN TO PAGE 14 IN THE TEST BOOKLET
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MATHEMATICS FORM 4 - PART II

26 A bag contains five sticks with lengths of 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 inches. Suppose you pick three of the
sticks randomly to ny and form a triangle.

A Construct a table showing all the possible choices of selecting three sticks.

t/t/44-41 T1
I

3 Zit

c ckS ip/-L

- If
C#!.4' ( **'.0 -

Indicate in the table in Part A which of the choices of three sticks can form a triangle.

What is the probability a triangle can be formed when three sticks are drawn at random

from the bag?

SCORE PONT: 1 Oa

The table shows 7 possible choices in Part A. The choices that can form a triangle are not

indicated so the probability "80%" for Part C is not clearly based on answers to Parts A and B.

16
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Mathematics Part II

(4 Points)

26 A bag contains five sticks with lengths of 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 inches. Suppose you pick three of thesticks randomly to try and form a triangle.

A Contruct a table showing an the possible choices of selecting three sticks.

s,14
2 ca,51 ta,
3 3)14

3,401
5"

4115 '1 IP
4, g
7

6-,31

q
ID 41(4,5"

B Indicate in the table in Part A which of the choices of three sticks can form a triangle.

C What is the probability a triangle can be formed when three sticks are drawn at random
from the bag? LIn io po5s-Wirthe..s. "rho tr nqf
CaLA crNKS i).1\tv\ dahet_s Q ce_ Muir\

SCORE POINT: 1

The table in Part A shows only 5 choices. "Pick" 6-10 are actually the same choices made in
"Pick" 1-5. The response to Part B does not indicate all possible choicesshown in Part A. The
probability given in Part C is.the correct probability clearly based on answers from Parts A and
B.

10
g/ yq0
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RETURN TO PAGE 14 INsTHE TEST BOOKLET
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1
Mathematics Part II /

(4 Points)

26 A bag contains five sticks with lengths of 2, 3, 4, 5, and &inches. Suppose you pick three of the
sticks randomly to try and form a triangle.

A Contruct a table showing all the possible choices of selecting three sticks.

As yau CO see ivt tke char+, r IA
chOtrice -three. \pur odds a
choosin5 we. am /04 tAdkrfr veo

-Far example, : If Licsu pick a 3 the list
klert, %jou wi II eitl4er pick aC.

;7131,1-14 the. settmd 0.,iel So o vt V4 141 a1i
6 ;2 3,4,5

tka-l- cam -PIDMI a ..tria-vle oxe. 2,3 aret
Theti aye -filo 0019 -th Yee CholetS tha.4. %/vitt row.

B Indicate in the table in Part A which of the choiCes of three sticks can form a triangle.

C What is the probability a triangle can be formed when three sticks are drawn at random
from the bag?

FwDbabil +hal- A tylan91c) ea.vi b -hr med ohe..0 kly c4)
h 0.5 arc ctra.AAIN V' Am &Mit len PK +W., bal I'S : 2.5

LI cu.+ ô eveY S +ilevieS 944 +ni hrni a -triakt9 le-,
prDbak i 1 o-r AN-ad Hid .101%1 '-ow- Is 6il9 1

SCORE PONT: 0

The response to Part A shows less than 7 choices and the response to Part C is not clearly based
on the answer to Part A.

10 irlci 7g RETURN TO PAGE 14 IN THE TEST BOOKLET
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Mathematics Part II

(4 Points)

26 A bag contains five sticks with lengths of 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 inches. Suppose you pick three of the
sticks randomly to try and form a triangle.

A Contruct a table showing all the possible choices of selecting three sticks.

Indicate in the table in Part A which of the choices of three sticks can form a triangle:
6d1. eztuoAA.44:r4

What is the probability a triangle can be formed when three sticks are drawn at random
from the bag?

SCORE POINT: 0

No clear choices are indicated in Part A.

10 F(1-1(. 237 RETURN TO PAGE 14 IN THE TEST BOOKLET



HSPT Math Spring 96 Released Items

I GEOMETRY-MC 703

If
statement
between

M is the midpoint of PQ, which
is true about the relationship

triangle PMR and triangle QMR ?

25.9 VA Their areas are equal.

30.7 B They are similar.

35.4 C They are congruent.

7.5 D Their perimeters are equal.

2 NUMBERS-MC 031
Victor receives $5 every 2 weeks as his
allowance. He pays $2.50 every 3 weeks
for a membership in a CD club. If he saves
the rest of his money, how much money
will he have at the end of 6 weeks?

A $5 VB $10 75.9

Io.5 C $15 D $25 H.7

3 ALGEBRA-MC 431
Which expression represents the area of the
living room below?

a Kitchen

Living
Room

Dining
Room

8.5 A (y x)(a + b) y(a + b) 59.3

26.8 C (x + y)(a + b) D y(b a) r,,5

4 DATA ANALYSIS-MC 277
The students in an economics class, made
the following table to show the number of
radios their families own.

Number Number of
of Radios Students Res ondin

3 or more
2

0

4
15
12

What is the probability a student selected
at random will be in a family owning
2 or more radios?

49.4 A
32

22.9 C 15

32

n 13
32 4.5

62.3
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How to Use the Released Mathematics Item
Winter 1997

The attached item can be used with teachers, students, parents, and anyone else who is
interested in the mathematics items on the High School Proficiency Test.

The open-ended items are designed to assess student's problem solving and reasoning
skills, in this particular case, in geometry and measurement. The objective tested is "Use
both traditional and metric measures of length, angle, perimeter, area (including surface
area), volume, capacity, weight, time and temperature to solve problems."

This released item, along with the one released in 1996, illustrate for teachers and students
how the items are scored. This set of actual student answers is used in the training of the
scorers to illustrate the different score points possible. This item is scored similarly to all
open-ended itemson the HSPT. Students can get partial credit for incomplete answers,
provided they have a good start. Each part of the problem is scored separately, so a student
who does not receive any credit in part a could get credit in part b if they apply a correct
conversion.

In using the released item, students and teachers should determine what is being asked of
students: the depth of thinking needed, the connections that need to be made, the contexts
in which the items are placed, and the data they are asked to analyze. Then examine where
this type of thinking is developed in your school's curriculum. Are student reading
carefully, following directions, completing all steps in this type of problem in their regular
school work? Do they have misconceptions about geometry and measurement terms?
Examine the amount of written work required on this item for a correct answer. How
much detail is needed, how extensive do the explanations have to be? Students need to
write out the formulas they are using, attempt the question, and write down what they do
know, even if it is not the whole answer. They need to re-read the question and make sure
they have answered every part.

Focusing exclusively on the skills shown here will not help students. These exact skills
may or may not be tested on the HSPT again. Focusing on the strand, the types of general
misconceptions seen, general problem solving skills, and types of acceptable responses on
the written portion of the test will help students.

Using open-ended items and rubrics in your classroom will prepare students for what they
need to do. Providing multiple opportunities for students to do these types of questions
will help with the HSPT.



MATHEMATICS - PART I

(5 Points)

23 A scale model of the video department in a store is shown below. This department is bordered by
3 line segments and 1 semicircle.

Video Department

Scale: 1 cm = 2 m

A Compute the area of the entire scale model drawing to the nearest cm2. Provide the work
that shows how you arrived at your answer. (Be sure to use the centimeter side of your
ruler. Your answer may be left in terms of Tr.)

Using the scale in the diagram above, what is the area of the actual video department to the
nearest m2 ? Provide the work that shows how you arrived at your answer.

STOP
23
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Item 23
Total point value: 5

Part A (3 points)

Correct total area with work showing a correct method

2 Correct method with incorrect total area due to a computational or measurement error

or

a partially correct method with incorrect total area showing:

2 of 3 correct areas when using the triangle-rectangle-semicircle method

correct trapezoid area when using the trapezoid-semicircle method

1 Correct total area with no work shown

or

a partially correct method with incorrect total area showing:

1 of 3 correct areas when using the triangle-rectangle-semicircle method

correct semicircle area when using the trapezoid-semicircle method

Or

a partial setup of a correct method without arriving at a correct total area (or without
arriving at any total area)

0 Other



Item 23

Part B (2 points)

2 Correct total area with work showing a correct method

1 Correct total area with no work shown

or

a partially correct method with incorrect total area showing

1 of 3 correct areas when using the triangle-rectangle-semicircle method

1 of 2 correct areas when using the trapezoid-semicircle method

0 Other

Note:

Score Part B correct if the student correctly uses an incorrect area from Part A.

Score Part B as 0 if the student attempts conversion to m2 by multiplying the result in
Part A by 2.

If the student finds the perimeter in Part A and Part B and correctly doubles the
measurements of the segments, score Part B as 1.

If the student finds the correct area in m2 in Part A, give credit in Part A but not in Part B
(unless the student converts to cm2 in Part B).

Students may use the grid on the provided acetate overlay to estimate a correct total area.

26
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Nlatilematics Part I
Lvl

15 Points)

A scale model of the video department in a store
3 line segments and I semicircle.

is shown hclow. Thi;

Sou

Video Department

81.w%

Scale: 1 cm = 2 rn

A Compute the area of the entire scale model drawing to the nearest cm. Fr,.;%
that shows how you arrived at your answer. (Be sure to use the m.'Cc i n.n:!!...r
ruler. Your answer may be left in terms of a.) . .

.1 .

A TfklA Pi GILS =
i bi4 I M (a) = 7 4.s c '44 z

A RecrAtunt.e CW (s)(%)

iikrt eir) 1.t2re Clietz

TOTA- .= 21.13.g 1.12c-rr ckt4
2

sz . 0342.9 044 2-

tisimi the scale in the diagram above, what is the area of the actual vid, ,f, .
tbe nearest m2? Provide the work that shows how vou arrived 11: your

1 au .2 rvi

=

a (2-$) t2' = ti42

& (v)(2.-i-g)a= 4.5T0142

TDIAL= 114 4-4.51-r

z .131 11 i142-

2 7



3 points
Part A: Correct total area showing work

2 points
Part B: Correct total area showing work

Total score : 5

1/4.7"
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Mathematics Part 1
=I

MN

(5 Points)

23. A stale !nodel of the video department in a store is sliown below. This department k hordeied h.
3 line sesiments and I semicircle.

Video Department

Sbale: 1 cm = 2 m

A Compute the area of the'entire scale model drawing tothe nearest cm:, Provide the v.ork
that .shows bow You arrived at your answer. (I3e sure to use the centimeter side of vi,ur
ruler. Your answer may be left in terms of :T.)

.. .

p...kz.,-.. P-Ecr
Trzi ,......

2-qe-tsi W3)

. Mftf, 5,,,7-45.5,m2.

D wde
r. 1 . 4341,0,-LLE4

Sing the sC.ale in' the dtagsam above, what is the area of the actual video department to
the tlearet m2? Provide die vVork that shows how Von arrived at your answer.

3i 2..e."
rt

x(ifitz
V,lci2Lf,,i

3,)C441)61(

2 9



3 points
Part A: Correct total area showing work

2 points
Part B: Correct total area showing work
This student chose to convert directly from
cm2 to m2 by multiplying cm2 by 4. This
aVoids repeating the more complicated
calculations in part A.

Total score : 5

30
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Nlathematies - Part I

(5 Points)

23 A scale model of the video department in a store is shown below. This dep:a ;!:
3 line seL'IllellIti and 1 semicircle.

utA

Video Department

CirN

A Compute the area of (he entire scale.Model drawin1.2 to the neare-.; cm:.
that shows how you arrived at your answer. (Be sure 10 ase the L.,:i11.:;ii.i,.:.
ruler. Your answer may be left in terms of a.)

11;4' /10-11iNtC-w.

1 LIAm- A- K /44= ilasa
At: 1111

. . , .. ,..

30 : LTNYN: Irk
i .

Cm

CA:tell

kej 8 C.,,., t, rt5It
h

B lisimg the scale in the diagram above, what is the area 1)1- the actual viLiet, -,,.,:i:....:
. the neareSt m2.? Provide the work that shows how vou arrk %,:d at vc:;0- .;;;.........

111111MINI

s'5 2,41 4- 1 1 1251r

Tv, Ato- "Bf, 4- CA

=It lof,Kk= Pcit,

14v4 tp,

ktrtr,;t-

2 km

r, s



3 points
Part A: Correct total area showing work

2 points
Part B: Correct total area showing work

Student chooses to leave both answers in
terms of TE.

Total score : 5

32



nake Nhallematics Part I
1:7irea
ft

(5 Po1111S)

e ta 11,
Ise1. ,

,

0

e (ra. rA

A.scale model of the video department in a store is shown below. This de;).;!iir,::

3 line segments and I semicircle.

Video Department

11.2

Scale: 1 cm = 2 rn

8

r=1,b

A Compute the area of the entire.scale modeLdraWing to.the nearest
that shows how you arrived at your answer. (Be sure to use the centimift...!

ruler. Your answer may be left in terms of Pc.)

(3.1)(3)2 LADE

$.3= QLicrri: Qbc.g

iii(1,6)1r Z5133

4,654 ail+.
nibs+ 6,6>

t.t

tz31,1buria-

Using the scale in the diagram above, what is the area of the actual video

the nearest m2? Provide the work that shows how you.arrived ai your answe!

-.Ef3,1VZOAZ) (b124k1.0)= IBAEOrnte

03' 2X3 LID (b) ti)

1
(02) 2

I
/4." 5.°27

I 2.0



2 points
Part A: Student divides the figure into a
triangle, a rectangle, and a semicircle. The area
of the semicircle is incorrect. 2 of 3 correct areas
with this method merits 2 points in part A.

2 points
Part B: Student makes the same mistake here
as in part A. Don't punish the student twice for
the same mistake! Method for finding area in in2
using the scale is acceptable.

Total score : 4



Nlathematics Part 1

(5 . Points)

23 A scale model of the video department in a store is sho,,vo below. This depart tHent
3 line segments and I semicircle.

rr

Video DepartMent

(.;

V2.rn

Scale: 1 cm = 2.m I

Compute the area of the, entire scale model drawly,' to the nearest cm2. Provide the-
that shows how you arrived at your anser (13e tire use ill,: ectiblYwier
ruler. Your.answer may be left in terms .0i1.)

Trap:Lie: A.
fir- I

z tit .X 3

. ere.

At e To LI Ptrz.

415-cmz 1 3,511ern

32_,Coicry12-

se.rAi Ccr-Cte..

B Az:. r 2
ff = 5)

A := 7 0 7 CM

A = 3 .5.4cml-

B Using the scale in the diwiram above. what is the :trea o; the :1,...tu:d ideo
the nearest m2? Provide.tlie kv o r k that Shows how ou ;.:rrived at .youc;:lis\ er.

I.

Trep
A=

A t o.S" ertz.

+ T-04.4
140 ccrN2- -I- .19. 14fg.2 =-

5 4. Co m 2'

A
sere)! c I re.

. .

CV'
it) erlr-

i}:-2.T. 2-7 M

2_

tILI rA2""

Y;.



3 points
Part A: Correct total area showing work.
Student divides figure into a trapezoid and a
semicircle. Student correctly applies the formula
for the area of a trapezoid.

1 point
Part B: Student uses the same method as in part
A but makes a mistake by not doubling 11 in the

Total score : 4
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Mathematics Part I

(5 Points)

23 A scalc model of t:le Je re is This Llepariniern is bordered by
3 line seolnents and

-01fr

cis?

:

r.

. : ;

041-1

eS'

:'.

37



2 points
Part A: Incorrect total area. All three smaller
areas are correct, but student attempts to combine
unlike terms to find total area.

1 point
Part B: Area of semicircle is correct. Rectangle
and triangle areas are incorrect. Student again
attempts to combine unlike terms.

Total score : 3
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OMNI

41111

11=11

MIN
NEM

MIN

(5. Points).*

.23 A scale model of the video department in a store is shown below. This department is bordered by
3 line segments and 1 semicircle.

;4

5

Video Department

. un .1 Cm

Scale: 1 cm = 2 m

A Commite the area of the entire scale motiel draw,ingio the nearest cm'. Provide the work
chat shows how you arrivd t't your an.swer. (Be sure. to u..:e the centimeter side of your

YOL;;* may be left in oF

ft vt, 46. = 112.66 ArtDbh A (4 0 -= ih-
A it A = '1-x-(z.z)(2.e) A at 1:=1 0-.T(1.10 A

A bt 3,e2 cml- A 9 crrtt A at b ' lg.. (i.`16.11)

A DE D 1s114 (.%fr)
Ertk re Acea A rsE A ert t A b-ib D 2_ 2
&ntice Aiect 34 .1r4 + 3.D411 A eft to= 3.074-Q-(3.981-b

(0.9E0)
Entice Area.,-- .2S-.110 crn + DAM' criL

' 13 Usin,,.the scale in the di:1-2r:un lhove. what is tho rei, video department to
the neari:st nz2'.' 'Provide sho..*.s how voli, 7.irrit.:d :a your answer.

23.3311 ertiL
rn-t-

Eni.tre Wea = c'T LH nil.

(2r. s34 2)(

,3 9

STOP
5



3 points
Part A: Correct total area showing work.

0 points
Part B: Student attempts conversion to m2 by
multiplying the result in part A by 2.

Total score : 3

(.7



Mathematics Part II.

Nei

c
m

141

3 A scale model of t.he video department in a store is shown below. TltiN d,.!:;1,
3 line sesments and I semicircle.

A t/

Video Department

Scale: 1 cm = 2 m

A . Compute the area of the entire scale model drawin o. th..: nearest cm:.
iha! shows how you arrived at your answer. (f3e sure to us,. th,.. ce;lt;r:;,,!.

-ruicr. Your answer may be left in terms of :r.)

8crry, Itorn

AB:1km2i
7---* 3 cm... (p rn

(TIT a. 140.612
. . -17-

114

/r

itrz-

1 ' t..

z
A g 3 4:5

( _ 4 i (41,21 -
A (pit): 11.S= 3(-

9-.2,1 4

Using the scale in the diagra.m above, what is the aiv.i Ihr
:he nearest rn=? Provide the work that shows how von

Th(2. = 3(ov

A(par.): Itirct= Nt-1

(0if 11/_.:
2 1 Lz1
;Gil q37.. 2coo Tr

4 1
t7

LAS



g

1 point
Part A: Student divides the figure into a
semicircle, a triangle, and a parallelogram. Only
the area of the triangle is correct (1 of 3 correct
areas).

2 points
Part B: Student multiplies all dimensions by
two, correctly resulting in an area 4 times that in
part A, so conversion is correct. Student repeats
the errors from part A, but is not puriished twice
for the same error.

Total score : 3
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lathematics Part I
arm=

(5 Points)

A scale model of the video department in.a stole is .how.:.
3 line se.,2inents and I semicircle.

as-
c4:5

MIME=

411

Viduo Depziitrnent

11.2.cay, -2.1.4rn
Scate: 1 cm = 2 m

A Compute the area of the entire scale model drawin;2,lo the nearest cm:. Pro% ide the
that shows how you arrived at your answer. (Be sure to use the centimeter Nide of t,tir
ruler..Your. answer may be left in terms or 7.) . _

1:1 ).-(3z
.-1 i.

A --- 2Z.. ? C,.tiA2 +J. '5. -1-10 c_sry-\2-- 2

Lisint! the scale in the diaffam above. w,iat is lac are of the actual ideo lepartment
the nearest mr.? Provide the work that shows how vou arrived at Your answer.

= bwyy, )(3tAQ-Nt?%Ir 2

3F. 41 ) rz-
=. 59. Li,

4 i



2 points
Part A: Student divides the figure into a trapezoid
and a semicircle. The area of the trapezoid is
correct.

0 points
Part B: Student multiplies the bases of the
trapezoids by 2, but not the height. Student fails
to multiply the radius of the semicircle by 2.

Total score : 2
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=11=1

NEMER

=NMI

=NM

MUNN

Mathematics Part I

(5 Points)

A scale mode( i.)t the video department in a :A:IR! L.

3 line sel!ment.F. and 1 semicirek.

11(1C-II\

Video Department

Scale: 1 cm 2 in

Compute the area or the entire scale model draw:1w la n,...ar:si (11C !!)::
thal hOW VOU :irrived iI voui.:in.wer. IM. .:Cirtli1P.1%.1.,Ij.'
ruIrk.T. Your answer HLIV he left in 7.)

birae
.n14.3

Ltc.,

Co

"7"-C: le..6

, Z24 LI51--
31 2-\ efik

Lisin11 the scale in the diav.rain ;:hove. Inc 0!
the nearem n12? Provide the woi

3 2.1 e_rv Zr& 814 w.

_



2 points
Part A: Student divides the figure into a
semicircle, a rectangle, and a triangle. The area
of the semicircle is incorrect (2 of 3 correct
areas).

0 points
Part B: Student attempts conversion to m2 by
multiplying the result in part A by 2.

Total score : 2

4
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'.', tat heinatics Part I

A scale model of the video (lepartment in a store is shown helow. This depa
3 line Nog ment s and 1 semicircle.

Compute the area of.the entire scale model draving to the nezaes: CO

rhat shows how you arrived at your answer. (Be sure to use the
ruler. 1/Our answer may be left in terms of

q* A= :3/4 C12)"ft

r(3)i 3

of- Rawl& Lio

t.3

COI

freett of Circt-c,

2.

to , S-7r nit

Usin the scale in the diagram above, what is thL _

the nearest m2? Provide the vork that shows how you arrived at your un..\

'40154

ao*ro)1433;.9.074=lir
tob Virrte I&193nelz)

4 7.



2 points
Part A: Student divides the figure into a
semicircle, a rectangle, and a triangle. Student
uses the area of the circle instead of the
semicircle (2 of 3 correct areas). Student
attempts to combine unlike terms.

0 points
Part B: Student attempts conversion to m2 by
multiplying the result in part A by 2.

Total score : 2



6.12
Mathematics Part 1

.

AllMMEI

(5 Points)

23 A scale model of the video department in a store k .1:%)\!, This: (it...p:Iftmc;,1
3 line segMents and 1 semicircle.

Video Department

Scale: 1 cm 2 m

A Compute the area Of the.entire scale model drawing to the nearest em:. Pmvidc
that shows how you arrived at Your answer. t Be sure ;o use the
ruler..Your. answer may be left in terms of ;r.)
/VS .7_ ry-N

AD ail Sm
Zcm = Urn

CE5CrfliOrn

@8 crn

..,

Usinu the scale in the diagram above. what is the area of the actual video depart!ner
the nearest tn2? Provide the work that

"

:MOWS hoW vol.! zIrriveLl .at vtlur :111-..%.

49



.0 points

Part A: Student attempts to fmd the perimeter of
the figure.

1 point
Part B: Student again attempts to find the
perimeter. The measurements of each segment
are correctly doubled (partial understanding).

Total score : 1
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Mathematics Part I

(5. Points)

23 A scale model of the video department in i store is shown below. This %I:II:mit:out i.
3 litie seLtments and 1 semicircle.

Scale: 1 dm = 2 m I

A . Compute the area orthe entire scale model drawing to the nearest ent'. Provide the
that shows how you arrived at yonr answer. (Be sure to UNC the centimeter side .tt yourruler. Your answer may he left in terms of :r.)

gull 4 1 tj'A q eAn

67 exY1 Cla124.

114 2 CAM 467 641.1. % 1 sOCS z%n

pi_
COSUCL 0615.1417'bl° 6411

g.N 2.35.
Vuoto d tlikrouti" aivut- C L .0415 0,tyl CD(11°Gpb

B Using-the scale in the diagram above, what is ,the areu of the actual video department
= the nearest mr? Provide the work that shows how you arrived,ln mcIur answer.

1 point
Part A: Student attempts to divide the figure into
smaller figures and sum the areas of the smaller
figures. This is part of the correct process
(partial setup). Areas are incorrect.

0 points
Part B: No attempt.

Total score : 1
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mamas 'Alathematies Part 1

MIMEO

1=1111

(5 Points)

23 A scale model of the video department in ;t store is shown below. This departownt k boidel.2.3 line segments and 1 semicircle.

D

Video DepuiVrtent-
t

1

Scale: 1 cm = 2 in

A Compute the area of the entire 'scale model (Irawik, to the nearest cm'. Prs cL he \\that shows how you arrived at your answer. (Be sure to use the eentinmey
,111;ruler. Your answer may be left in terms of ;1.)

rez1/43.1c-sqQ.-=

-2.-_;;; ga,SYkdo.

Using the scale in the diagram above: w.lat .s 1.-ie area of the actual video departmenithe nearest rn'? Provide the work th:i! SAM\ s !IOW Aiti arrived :11 VOW'

.\Lcr,e-)3\-Ntcx-r x pea.eskO?Dc'N6



I. point
Part A: Student divides the figure into a
rectangle, a triangle, and a semicircle. The area
of the triangle is correct (1 of 3 correct areas).
Student then adds the squares of these areas.

0 points
Part B: Student attempts conversion to m2 by
multiplying the result in part A by 2 and then
squaring this result.

Total score : 1

& b



!C".1i Imais
- , t

al"..p .1.;to+....,_._,a;
s : . %..Mathematics -= 'a

: .-;
Meal . .; ,s; :::=0.1'. '7. Fj ,....---.:::;;4.

;

(5 Points)

23 A scale model of the video department.in a store is shown below: This department is bórdeied by
. . .

3 line segments and 1 semicircle.

'Tr :

A

71 CuA.4:

Video Department

13

Scale: 1 crn = 2 m 1

Compute thc ar.!a of:he entire se:1h: :nodzi tt, the 1..leare::z cm'. Provide the work
no,A. yt: iurt 7.te :.entimeter side of your

^- ...:;-:11s e:

.s--02ce...z 14.13

Arrecc= ":33ctAtk-P \\:Z- 'r1-1 4r \* 3112 .33

13 :11 .1:- "*:!,::!".. ...Y.:(1depatmcnt to

0 points
Part A: Student attempts to fmd the perimeter.

0 points

Part B: Student attempts conversion to rn2 by
dividing the result in part A by 2.

Total score : 0
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Mathematics Part
IPSIM
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A. "

zml
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VI_

MEI

MIN

MOM

MEM-

MIS

=IN

(viCai

(5 Points) enSei-4
23 A scale model of the video department in a store is shown below. This department is bordered by

3 line segments and 1 semicircle.

D

Scale: 1 cm = 2 m

. . :

A Compute the area of the entire scale model drawing to the near-est cm2. Provide the work
that shows how, you arrived ai Your answer. (Be sure to use the centimeter side of your
ruler. Your answer may be left in terms of 7r.) . -.

1+ .15 impsible. foi me to ilmeit\ (AA curiswer.
MQ . d t siaa0.12,. ftoysevon4 Q tã pia\-
Seplli - cAfek . w..triki-6-- do-es. (kW Qlow. ocx.
alio.Luvai pMketra. IA onty aoastoes. shroki t(tV
lims. Fae ' (NAP: .46 .90-_ 1-K9 Rita( ifvuo-c s,
i kkowok have_` _to. i6olevuittow DifecoLi 9c4 -tho.
liA.05 , wieu.th is iMpo53ibtaz. t Jo.

. .

,

B Using the scale in the dia2ram above, what is the area of the actual video department to
the nearest m2? Provide ti-ie work that shows how you arrived at your answer.
cQ.e, Wiekt-..CVN an5L,o-er

-pai# , od*in tO recichaf\ cLAsko-tf oi t5s i1Al2
G

onikti was )oWck _aAkur .(.\ 5.Wtf V\fmk rat,
.1611/4(ls ekThkelf OfAA

WOJAS atio(ve..

55
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0 points
Part A and Part B: Student explains why the
problem is impossible from his/her viewpoint.

Total score : 0

5 6
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